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ANTITRUST DIVISION
Assistant Attorney General Thomas Kauper

DISTRICT COURT

CLAYTON ACT

COURT HOLDS ACQUISITION OF TIDEWATER OIL COMPANY VIOLATES
SECTION OF THE CLAYTON ACT AND DEFENDANTS DIRECTED TO DIVEST

United States Phillips Petroleum Company et al
Civ 661154F November 13 1973 DJ 60037905

On November 13 1973 Judge Warren Ferguson of the
Central District of California held Phillips Petroleum Companys
acquisition of Tidewater Oil Companys Western Manufacturing and
Marketing Division assets in violation of Clayton Act Section
The court also ruled that Tidewater the seller of the assets
was proper party against whom relief may be granted Divest
iture was ordered and bcth defendants were directc1 to file
divestiture plans within 90 days

Judge Fergusons 79 page opinion thoroughly considers
the objective approach to potential competition case The
court stated

The court adopts the standard that where
credible objective evidence shows the basic
economic facts of the acquiring companys overall
size resources capability and motivation with
respect to entry into an adjacent attractive
market involving line of commerce in which the
firm is already heavily engaged that firm must
be considered to be significant potential
entrant unless it is objectively demonstrated
that some unique feature of the market precludes
such entry Moreover where the market is con
centrated and there are few such likely entrants
whether due to the existence of high barriers to
entry or for other reasons no further inquiry is
required as to the anticompetitive effect of the
acquisition and that effect must be considered
to be substantial within the meaning of

Tidewater was the seventh largest company in the relevantCalifornia motor gasoline market having market share of 67%The acquiring firm Phillips ranked tenth in the national marketbut had never sold in the relevant California market Because
Phillips was likely potential entrant into highly concentratedmarket with high entry barriers the acquisition was found
illegal under Section



Potential competition was substantially lessened in two

ways by removing the likelihood that Phillips would enter the
market unilaterally in the future the entry effect and by
eliminating the procompetitive influence it exerted from its

presence on the edge of the market threatening entry in the
future the edge effect In United States Falstaff
Brewing Corp 410 U.S 526 531-34 1973 the Supreme Court
had held that the elimination of potential competitor exerting
only an edge effect was sufficient by itself to violate Section

-- even if it were assumed that the potential competitor would
not actually have entered the market The Supreme Court did not
there decide the issue of whether an acquisition having only an
entry effect could violate Section In Phillips the court held
as follows

The court finds that both substantial
entry effect and substantial edge effect were
eliminated by the acquisition Either one of
these anticompetitive effects alone would have
been sufficient to make the acquisition illegal
under their combination renders the anticom
petitive consequences of the acquisition even
greater

Proof of an elimination of potetia1 competition depends
primarily upon objective evidence of economic facts-not on the
subjective statements of intention by corporate management
according to the court Moreover the substantiality of the
adverse competitive effects necessarily flows from the fact that
the relevant market is concentrated

Unilateral entry properly encompasses small or foothold
acquisitions but only so long as the acquisition is necessary
to enable the acquirer to surmount the economic barriers to
entering the market If the acquisition is not necessary or
substantially larger than necessary it is not foothold and
not permissible under Section

The defense of defendant Tidewater that it was going out
of business whether or not it sold out to Phillips was rejected
by the court since Tidewater haa not proven that it was
failing company Except for proof of failing condition
the reasons for selling out to another company are not relevant to
any Section defense

Finally the court held that the company selling its
assets here Tidewater is proper party to Section suit



court deems it necessary to include Tidewater as one of
the parties against whom relief may be granted and Tidewater
is therefore proper party to this action

The court stated that it will order divestiture taking
into account the different demands of petroleum energy supplies
prevailing today and the important role of the independent
gasoline marketer in California

Staff William Farmer Jr and Leonard Berke
Antitrust Division



CRIMINAL DIVISION
Assistant Attorney General Henry Petersen

DISTRICT COURT

IMMIGRATION---APPLICABILITY OF
DEFINITION OF ADOPTED CHILD UNDER

U.S.C 1101

ALIEN ADOPTED BY U.S CITIZEN MUST HAVE BEEN ADOPTED IN

ACCORDANCE WITH SECTION 101 IMMIGRATION AND NATIONALITY
ACT U.S.C 1101b IN ORDER TO BE ELIGIBLE FOR FIRST
PREFERENCE CLASSIFICATION

Nazareno et al Attorney General D.D.C C.A No
97073 November 20 1973 D.J 3916561

The two alien plaintiffs in this case of first impression
were citizens of the Philippines who had been adopted at age
29 by U.S citizens under the laws of Maryland and California
respectively Their respective parents filed petitions with
the appropriate District Directors for first preference
classifications as the son or daughter of U.S citizen
The District Directors denied the petitions because the aliens
had not been adopted in conformity with the definition of an

adopted child in section 101b of the Act which provides
that an adopted child for purposes of immigration is one who was
adopted while under the age of 14 The Board of Immigration
Appeals affirmed

In 1959 Congress amended the Act by adding provision
which provided that except with respect to age the terms son
or daughter would be denied only by reference to the definitions
of the term child That provision was eliminated in 1965 in

an amendment which revised the quota system Plaintiffs in this

action for judicial review argued that this omission reinstated
1953 decision of the Board which held that an alien adopted by
U.S citizen when he was over the age of 21 was eligible for

preference as son of U.S citizen In rejecting this
contention the Court held that in view of the absence of clear
indication of intent on the part of Congress in 1965 to change
the 1959 definition and the inaction of Congress in the face of the

Boards consistent position since 1965 that an alien adopted by
U.S citizen must have been under the age of 14 at the time of

adoption in order to be eligible for first preference classification
as son or daughter the Boards decision is reasonable

Staff United States Attorney Harold Titus Jr
Richard Chaifetz Criminal Division
Dist of District of Columbia



_________LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES DIVISION
Assistant Attorney General Wallace Johnson

COURTS OF APPEAL

INDIAN ALLOTMENTS

LAND CLASSIFICATION AND PREFERENTIAL RIGHTS THIRD PARTY
ATTACK ON LAND PATENT EXHAUSTION OF ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDIES
REHEARING BY COURT OF APPEALS

Kenneth Kale United States et al C.A No
26020 Dec 17 1973 D.J 902116917

This involves an action by an Indian against the
Secretary of the Interior and other parties for denying his
application for an Indian allotment In 1962 Everett Cord
as the holder of soldiers scrip applied to BLM for 275 acres
of land in California pursuant to 43 U.S.C secs 274 and 278
In 1966 Kenneth Kale Chickasaw Indian applied for an Indian
allotment of 160 acres pursuant tc 25 U.S.C sec 334 of which
95 acres were within Cords application In 1967 BLM issued
patent for the 275 acres to Cord who in turn conveyed the same
to Sea View Estates Inc In 1966 Kale moved onto the land
patented to Cord In 1968 Sea View Estates Inc sued Kale
ma state court for ejectment and quiet title Kale then filed
this action seeking stay of the state court proceeding and to
quiet title to his Indian allotment The district court granted
summary judgment against Kale

After rehearing of this appeal the Court of Appeals
withdrew its former opinion of January 18 1973 reversing and
remanding the case and substituted therefor the opinion of
December 17 1973 in which the court affirmed the judgment below
and held that since the land was classified pursuant to Cords
scrip application prior to Kales allotment application Cord
was entitled to preference right of entry that Kales allotment
application was foreclosed because it was not consistent with
the scrip classification that the land patent to Cord is protected
from easy third-party attack by Kale and that Kale failed to

exhaust his administrative remedy in not protesting before BLM
the land patent issued to Cord where BLM was to exercise its
discretion and utilize its expertise in the complex area of
federal land law

Staff Glen Goodsell Land and Natural
Resources Division



CONDEMNATION

CONTRACTS FRAUD IN THE INDUCEMENT

United States 1157.23 Acres in Osage County Kansas
Wilbur Lewis et al C.A 10 No 731334 Oct 29 1973
D.J 3317246140

In this condemnation case the United States introduced an
Offer to Sell Real Estate previously executed by the landowners
and accepted for the United States as conclusive evidence of value
and moved for summary judgment thereon The landowners opposed
the motion based on an allegation that the offer was fraudently
obtained After hearing the district court voided the instrument
based upon its conclusion that the representative for the United
States misrepresented material facts in that he promised payment
within 60 days even though the instrument allowed the United
States six months to accept The United States accepted in 35
days but refused payment because the landowners were unable to
convey clear title as agreed

The Court of Appeals affirmed Because the representative
of the United States should have known that under some
circumstances payment could have been delayed the court held
that his statement that payment would be made within 60 days
assumed the character of warranty so that failure of payment
within that period was grounds for rescission

Staff Assistant United States Attorney Roger
Weatherby Kan Terrence OBrien
Land and Natural Resources Division

DISTRICT COURTS

ENV IRONMENT

NEPA DISMISSAL OF ACTION ON GROUND THAT SUIT IS
PREMATURE

Dalton-Whitfield County Environmental Council
Santarelli et al Civil No 2632 N.D Ga Nov 1973
D.J 9014798

Plaintiff an unincorporated association of residents
of the City of Dalton Georgia filed suit to enjoin $460000
grant of federal funds by the Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration for jail in the City of Dalton and to enjoin
construction of the jail State and federal officials were
joined as parties defendant Plaintiff alleged that the
negative declaration was insufficient and violation of NEPA



Plaintiff also alleged that preparation of the negative statement
was improperly delegated to the State of Georgia The Government
filed motion for summary judgment and argued that plaintiff
lacked standing to maintain the action because it had not alleged
harm to the environment and that the suit was premature because
LEAA had not completed review of the negative declaration The
court dismissed the action on the ground that the Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration had not made final grant of funds and
would not make final grant without having complied with NEPA

Staff Assistant United States Attorney
William Mallard N.D Ga

ENVIRONMENT

NEPA STANDARD FOR ADEQUATE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
ROLE OF COMMENTS ON DRAFT IMPACT STATEMENT SUPPLEMENTAL IMPACT
STATEMENT NEED NOT BE CIRCULATED FOR COMMENT

Environmental Defense Fund Robert Froehlke W.D Mo
No 201641 Nov 1973 D.J 9014452

The role of comments on draft environmental impact
statement EIS was one of the principal subjects of concern in
an opinion by Judge John Oliver holding that final EIS prepared
by the Corps of Engineers on the Harry Truman Dam was adequate
compliance with NEPA Judge Oliver cited with approval the opinion
of Judge Robert Taylor in NRDC TVA ERC 1669 which stated
that the degree to which subject was discussed in comments on
the draft EIS may be taken into consideration in passing upon
the adequacy of the subjects treatment or omission from the
final impact statement Judge Oliver firmly rejected any notion
that failure to raise point in comment is the basis for an
exhaustion of remedies argument But he clearly implies that
failure to raise point places burden of explanation and
persuasion upon plaintiff to justify judicial intervention
Judge Oliver notes on several occasions that if the purposes of
NEPA are to be realized effort must be channeled into the
administrative process of EIS preparation rather than litigation
This decision highlights the positive value from policy stand
point of emphasizing the importance of draft EIS comments by
preclusion of further challenge to the adequacy of an EIS when

point has been raised in comment except in the most unusual
circumstances



Judge Oliver approves the use of supplemental EIS to

expose for decisionmakers areas of dispute which arise in detail
only after completion of the EIS He holds that supplement
which merely clarifies or amplifies point discussed to some
extent in the final EIS need not be circulated for additional
comment

Staff Assistant United States Attorney David
Proctor Jr W.D No Irwin Schroeder
Land and Natural Resources Division

NEPA ONGOING FEDERAL PROJECT

Committee for Green Foothills Froehike Civil
No C73 1344 SAW N.D Cal D.J 9014752

Plaintiff was California nonprofit corporation seeking
to enjoin the filling of 90-acre marsh known as Casey Slough
in the southern San Francisco Bay area The slough was alegedly
home to 63 rare species of birds The slough is to be filled in
order to transform it into boating lake as part of 544acre
public recreation area named as Shoreline Recreational Park
Filling was to be done with garbage from San Francisco The
Corps of Engineers claimed Casey Slough was navigable and granted

permit for its filling on August 1973 The court ruled that
the regional park project was an ongoing one and that filling of
the 90acre marsh was merely part of that project Development
of the park had begun in 1966 Over $4000000 had been spent
Since the project was ongoing no NEPA statement was required
Helping to tip the decision in favor of the Government was the
fact that the park plan called for 50-acre wildlife area and the
fact that halting the project would cause garbage to pile up in
the streets of San Francisco at the rate of two thousand tons
per day

Staff Assistant United States Attorney
David Golay N.D Cal Robert
Zupkus Land and Natural Resources
Division

FOREST SERVICE REGULATIONS RESPECTING NORMAL USE OF
EXCLUSIVE LICENSE FOR SKI INSTRUCTION ON FOREST SERVICE PER
MITTED SKI AREAS ARE UPHELD

Sabin Butz Cob No C4568 Oct 30 1973
D.J 9014482

Plaintiff Sabin sought Special Use Permit to teach
Alpine skiing within sci areas permitted to others within the



White River National Forest The Forest Service refused to

issue the permit and relied upon its general policy of only

issuing single permit for ski instruction for any particular

area normally the permit is given to the overall operator of

the ski area

The court sustained the resonableness of these regulations

and noted the difficulties of protecting the public and providing

ancillary services to the public if more than one ski instruction

permit were to be granted For example the single permittee is

required to provide public restrooms first-aid facilities

parking ski patrols access roads and snow removal

The court rejected claims that the plaintiffs right to

freedom of speech was infringed since there was rational nexus

between the regulations and the publics interest in safe ski

instruction Likewise the plaintiffs claim that the antitrust
laws were violated was rejected since the court found the

regulations to be part of valid governmental action

The earlier decision of the District Court of Colorado
in Heath Aspen Skiing Corp .25 Supp 223 Cob 1971
was also relied upon by Judge Finesilver in reaching the present
result

Staff United States Attorney James Treece
Assistant United State Attorney William

Hickey Cob David Miller
Land and Natural Resources Division

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW PUBLIC HOUSING

LOW-RENT PUBLIC HOUSING SETTING RENT TENANTS RIGHTS
ADMINISTRATIVE DUE PROCESS TENANTS ENTITLED UNDER UNITED

STATES HOUSING ACT OF 1937 42 U.S.C Sec 1401 ET SEQ
TO OPPORTUNITY TO SUBMIT WRITTEN PRESENTATIONS TO LOCAL HOUSING

AUTHORITY BEFORE IT INCREASES RENT

Thompson et al Washington et al C.A D.C
No 712049 Dec 10 1973 D.J 90112202

The National Capital Housing Authority NCHA is

local federal agency congressionally empowered to provide and

manage low-rent public housing in the District of Columbia

Like numerous local housing authorities in other cities it

receives federal financial assistance for this purpose under

the United States Housing Act of 1937 as amended 42 U.S.C

sec 1401 et administered by the Secretary of Housing

and Urban Development HUD
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In 1969 in the face of an operating deficit NCHA
increased its rent schedule Promptly after the increase was

announced certain publichousing tenants sued NCHA and HUD
to enjoin the increase as illegal

The district court on motion of NCHA and HUD dismissed
the action as an unconsented suit against the United States
and for failing to state claim upon which relief could be
granted The Court of Appeals per Circuit Judge Leventhal
reversed and remanded

The Court held that jurisdiction against NCHA and HUD
which comprise individual federal officials was supported by
the mandamus statute 28 U.S.C sec 1361 and that sovereign
immunity afforded no defense to federal officials against whom
statutory duties were to be enforced

These duties required NCHA and HUD to provide public-
housing tenants timely opportunity to present their views
prior to any rent increase specifically an opportunity to make
written presentations to NCHA functioning as the local housing
authority Slip Op 28 And because the local housing authoritys
decision must under the 1937 Housing Act be approved by HUD
the court held that the tenants written presentations to NCHA
must be part of the administrative record reviewed by HUD The
court also held that HUD must permit tenanis to submit expeditiously
their objections to NCHAs decision so that HUD may be fully
informed of tenant views Ordinarily at least this will not
constitute right to present new evidentiary material to HUD
Slip Op 27

The court refrained from requiring adjudicative hearings
replete with crossexamination discovery and inspection of

evidence in matters involving general rent increases applicable
to large class of tenants Indeed the court regarded any oral
presentation if available at all as the exception rather than
the rule because Slip Op 28

rent increase proceeding would consist
largely of technical financial data evidence
which could be most easily graspable in
written form and for which the protection
of spontaneous testimony was unnecessary

The court likened the procedure calling for written presentations
by tenants to that prescribed by the Administrative Procedure
Act for rulemaking proceedings

In specifying this mandatory procedure the court relied
on Burr New Rochelle Municipal Housing Authority 479 2d
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1165 C.A 1973 which held that publichousing tenants

were entitled to submit written presentations regarding proposed
rent increases by reason of the due process clause of the

Fourteenth Amendment Unlike the New Rochelle decision however
the Court of Appeals in the instant case refrained from basing
the rights of tenants on the Constitution Instead it based

them by implication rather than express provision on the

United States Housing Act of 1937 especially the rent-setting
criteria in Section 21 of the Act 42 U.S.C sec 1401
which include factors which might affect the rent-paying
ability of the family The court deliberately interpreted the

Act in this way so as to avoid constitutional issue Slip
Op 25

The tenants did not prevail on their alternate major
claim In essence they contended that HUD had duty to eliminate
by additional federal financial assistance NCHAs operating
deficit before approving rent increases as means of reducing
that deficit But the court under the existing
legislative and fiscal framework held that this was not so

Slip Op 3031 32

although HUD has had authority to

use annual contributions local

housing authorities to subsidize operating
deficits funds appropriated by Congress
have not been sufficient to make this
realistic possibility We see nothing
compelling HUD to use annual contributions
to subsidize deficits

wholly different controversy would
be presented if it were alleged that
sufficient appropriated funds were avail
able to avoid rent increases but were
wrongfully bypassed or ignored

The court also refused to pass on the impact of the Brooke

Amendment 83 Stat 389 to the 1937 Act which fixed rent

ceilings for public housing at 25percent of annual income

as defined by HUD The Brooke Amendment had been enacted after
the instant lawsuit was begun and no violations of it were

alleged by the tenants

Staff Dirk Snel Jonathan Burdick

Land and Natural Resources Division
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MARINE RESOURCES

INTERNATIONAL LAW DID NOT SERVE AS BASIS FOR CLAIM TO
OWNERSHIP OF SEABED RESOURCES

Security Pacific National Bank et al United States
C.A No 712202 August 27 1973 D.J 90118865

On July 23 1946 Hilirnan Hansen standing at
the edge of the Pacific Ocean at mean low tide
at Pelican Bay Santa Cruz Island issued

preemption claim to hundreds of square miles
of the ocean floor He has sued the United States
and its mineral lessees to quiet title to this
land and for an accounting for the oil which has
been .cemoved He appeals summary judgment
for the defendants We affirm

With this summary the Court of Appeals for the Ninth
Circuit began the final chapter in the tale of one imaginative
entiepreneurs attempt to reap the untold riches of the seabed
Ignoring for moment the questionable legal basis for such

claim one is forced to admire the magnitude of claimants
aspirations In its opinion the Court of Appeals noted that

At or about the time of Hansens Caiute-like
declamation he caused the metes and bounds
description of his claim to be filed in the
office of the recorder of deeds of nearby
California county and to be published in

Long Beach newspaper He also took some

core samples Having accomplished these
acts he notified the President of the

United States of his claim and awaited
further developments

Many years after the United States had leased much of
the area claimed by plaintiff he brought this suit to oust the
Federal Government and its oil company lessees

Following successful motion by the Government for

summary judgment Hansen took this appeal Hansen argued that
although he neither was sovereign nor did he represent
sovereign he was capable under international law of claiming
unoccupied territory Hansen alleged that the area from which
he took bottom samples was beyond the jurisdiction of any
sovereign at the time He then contended that such sampling
was the most effective possible occupation of the area
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Briefs of the United States and its codefendant oil
companies set out numerous legal bases in support of the
judgment below not the least of which is an individuals lack
of capacity to acquire unclaimed lands in his own name However
the Court of Appeals limited its decision by finding that
assuming plaintiffs capacity under international law to make
such claim and assuming all other facts as stated by
plaintiff he had not fulfilled the requirement of actual open
and exclusive possession

Staff Michael Reed Land and Natural
Resources Division


